POLICE BLOTTER FOR AUGUST 2017
(Please be advised the Police Blotter does not list the names of those who were
arrested. For that information please refer to the Daily Log.)
8/1-8/2


Corporal Poertner responded to the 1000 block of Stoneybrook Drive for a report
of a bullet hole in a vehicle. Corporal Poertner found a large caliber pistol bullet
lodged in the hood. The reporting party heard what sounded like fireworks the
night prior. There is no suspect information at this time.



Officers responded to a residence in the 100 block of Figtree Lane for a report of
a male subject who had been sprayed with pepper spray by an unidentified
female. Sergeant Salamid arrived and contacted the victim, who refused to
cooperate and was transported to the hospital. While at the residence officers
noticed there was exposed electrical wires in the house and power and gas lines
had been re-routed in an un-safe manner. The interior and exterior of the
residence was unkempt and there were structural additions that appeared not to
be constructed within code. Martinez Code Enforcement responded and the
house was red tagged as uninhabitable. One dog was removed by Contra Costa
County Animal Control.



Officer Mihelich contacted a male and female subject in the parking lot of the
John Muir Inn. The male was on misdemeanor probation. Officer Mihelich
conducted a search of both subjects, finding methamphetamine and heroin on
the female and misappropriated property on the male. Both were arrested and
cite released at the scene.



Officers responded to the 3200 block of Elmquest Court for a report of a male
subject relieving himself in public. Sergeant Salamid contacted a subject
matching the description in the 3200 block of Alhambra Avenue. The subject
was an active sex registrant and has been out of compliance with his registration
requirement since June 2017. Corporal Poertner subsequently arrested the
subject for 290.011(a) PC (Failure to Register) and booked him into MDF.

8/2-8/3


Officer Voyvodich contacted a male subject in the area of Sycamore and Delacy
Drive. The subject was wanted in connection with a sexual assault reported last
week. The subject was arrested and transported to MPD for an interview. While
at MPD the subject attempted to harm himself. He was transported to the Contra
Costa Regional Medical Center (CCRMC) and later booked into MDF for
261(a)(2) PC (Rape by Force.)



Officer Voyvodich responded to a residence in the 2800 block of Mcclellan Court
for a report of an attempted vehicle theft. The vehicle, a 1994 Honda Civic,
sustained damage to the ignition and radio. There is no suspect information at

this time.


Officers responded to the Quality Inn for a report of a female subject with a knife.
Officer Ramos arrived and contacted the female, who was in an argument with
her ex-boyfriend. No battery occurred but she was arrested for 647(f) PC (Public
Intoxication).



Officer Winslett responded to a report of an abandoned stolen vehicle in the area
of Willow Lake Court and Willow Lake Drive. The vehicle, a Ford U-Haul box
truck, had been reported stolen to the Pleasant Hill Police Department on
07/29/2017.



Officers responded to a vehicle collision on Alhambra Avenue at Allen Street.
Officer Voyvodich arrived and contacted the female driver, who was under the
influence of alcohol. She was arrested for 23152a/b CVC (DUI) and later booked
into MDF.



Officers responded to the apartments in the 3900 block of Alhambra Avenue for a
report of a verbal argument between an adult male and female. Officer Ramos
arrived and the male subject left the scene. It was determined that no battery
had occurred. The female subject had a misdemeanor warrant for her arrest.
She was booked into MDF.



Officer Winslett responded to the apartments in the 600 block of Center Avenue
for a report of an elderly female, suffering from dementia, who will not answer the
door. Officer Winslett made entry into the apartment and determined she was
not there. MPD dispatch broadcast a county wide missing person’s alert and she
was entered into Missing Persons System.



Officer Sanders responded to a residence on Sonora Court for someone banging
on the door. He contacted the female subject, who was known to the resident.
The female had a misdemeanor warrant for her arrest. She was booked into
MDF.



Officer Breinig contacted a known male at Main Street and Las Juntas. The
subject had a misdemeanor warrant for his arrest. He was arrested and booked
into MDF.

8/3-8/4


Officer Buda was dispatched to Muir Creek Apartments for a stolen vehicle
report. The vehicle, a White 1996 Honda Accord, was stolen sometime during
the night. There is no suspect information at this time.



Officer Breinig was patrolling the commercial area on Sunrise Drive when he
located a male lurking in the door way of a closed business. The male subject
saw Officer Breinig then ran behind the business. The subject was holding
something in his hand which was later determined to be a flashlight. Believing a
burglary was in progress, Officer Breinig gave commands to the subject to stop

or he would deploy his K9 partner (Brut). The subject ignored the commands
and continued to flee. Officer Breinig and Brut pursued the subject and Brut was
able to apprehended him. The subject was transported to, and treated at the
hospital for leg wounds before being released for booking into MDF for Attempt
Commercial Burglary and Resisting Arrest.
8/4-8/7


Officers responded to the 500 block of Green Street for the report of an intoxicated
subject. They contacted a female transient and arrested her for public intoxication.
She was booked into MDF.



Officers were dispatched to the 3300 block of Pacheco Boulevard for a suspicious
person. Officers contacted a subject out of Antioch. He was arrested for
possessing a concealed knife and violating his probation. He was booked into
MDF.



Officers were dispatched to the 3600 block of Pacheco Boulevard for the report of
a subject “tweaking” and threatening employees with an open bottle of Muriatic
Acid. Officers contacted the female and she was arrested for drug intoxication and
threats. She is currently on probation for drug intoxication and threats. She was
booked into MDF by Officer Buda.



Officers were dispatched to the 700 block of Escobar Street for a theft which just
occurred. Officer Russell located the suspect attempting to board a bus at Amtrak.
She arrested the suspect out of Oakland for shoplifting. He was cited and
released.



Officers responded to the 3300 block of Alhambra Avenue for a fight in progress.
Officer Russell arrested a subject from Martinez for felony battery and violating
probation. The victim sustained a possible broken hand and face. He was
transported to John Muir. The investigation revealed the attack was unprovoked.
The suspect was booked into MDF.



Officer Russell was driving through the Amtrak parking lot. A male subject was
riding his bicycle with attached trailer on the wrong side of the road and did not see
Officer Russell’s patrol car. He collided with the driver’s side of her patrol car, but
was not injured. Officer Russell was not injured, but the patrol car sustained a dent
and scuff marks along the back door and fender. The subject said he was not
paying attention because he was being attacked by a swarm of wasps that were
trying to eat his salmon which was in his trailer.



A grass fire was reported in the field behind 7-11, 3520 Pacheco Boulevard. It was
contained to less than an acre and ConFire determined it was accidental and not
arson. Several parked tanker trucks were threatened but no damage to any
property.



Officers responded to Amtrak for a passenger who may have exposed himself.
Officers contacted the train staff and a male who was intoxicated. The exposing

was unfounded and he was removed from the train by train staff. He had no local
family or friends. His mother would not answer her phone and he could not
remember his address. He was taken to county hospital for medical care then
released to Child and Family Services.


Officer Mihelich conducted a pedestrian contact on Figtree Lane and Arnold Drive.
He arrested a subject from Concord for a felony $20,000.00 warrant for possession
of stolen property. The subject was booked into MDF.



Sergeant Gaul observed a subject as a passenger in a vehicle. He had prior
knowledge the subject was wanted for a felony no bail Post Release Community
Supervision (PRCS) warrant. Sergeant Gaul stopped the vehicle at Morello
Avenue and Arnold Drive and arrested the subject without incident. He was
booked into MDF.



Officers were dispatched to the 3900 block of Alhambra Avenue for the report of
a subject attempting to make a purchase with a stolen credit card. Officer Leong
contacted the subject. He was arrested for possession of stolen property and
violating probation. He was booked into MDF.



Officer Mihelich stopped a subject on Pacheco Boulevard at Sunrise Drive. He
arrested him for driving with a suspended license for DUI. He was cite released.



Officer Lincoln contacted a subject in the 1100 block of Veale Avenue. The
subject was wanted for a $10,000.00 misdemeanor warrant for drug intoxication.
He was hiding in between the mattresses in his bedroom and was apprehended
by K9 Jago. The subject sustained dog bites to both legs. He was booked into
MDF.

8/7-8/8


Officer Brinser and Officer Voyvodich responded to a business in the 3300 block
of Alhambra Avenue for a subject causing a disturbance. They contacted an
intoxicated male subject, and the officers attempted to arrest the subject for
public intoxication. He resisted and Officer Voyvodich had to deploy his Taser
and drive stun mode (stun gun) to gain compliance without further incident and/or
injury. The subject was not injured and was cleared medically prior to booking
him into MDF.

8/8-8/9


Commander Roth attempted a traffic enforcement stop on a male subject, who
was driving with a suspended license. The subject failed to yield, fleeing
westbound on Milano Way. The subject ultimately pulled over on Roux Court,
where he was arrested, booked at MPD, and released for Evading a Peace
Officer and Driving While Suspended.



Officer Mayberry made a traffic stop in the 2500 block of Pacheco Boulevard. He
contacted the male driver, who was in possession of methamphetamine. He was

arrested and released on a citation.
8/9-8/10


Officer Winslet responded to the 1700 block of Franklin Canyon Road for a report
of a stolen vehicle left in a driveway. Officer Winslett arrived and located a 1995
Ford F150 which had been reported stolen from the Vallejo Police Department.
Officer Winslett recovered the vehicle and it was towed from the scene.



Officer Ramos responded to a residence in the 2200 block of Yellowstone Drive
for a report of a stolen car. The vehicle, a 1995 White Honda Civic, was stolen
sometime in the early morning. There is no suspect information at this time.



Officer Vasquez recovered an unoccupied stolen Chevy truck at Trinity Place and
Bryce Drive. The truck was reported stolen out of Berkeley.

8/10-8/11



Officer Voyvodich and Officer Buda responded to a residence in the 1100 block
of Rainbow Drive for a report of a medical emergency. They arrived and began
CPR on a 68-year old male. Confire and AMR arrived and continued live saving
measures, but was unsuccessful in saving the male.



Sergeant Salamid was on patrol in the 1000 block of Palisade Drive when he
recognized a male subject who had an outstanding felony warrant for his arrest.
The subject was contacted, arrested and booked into MDF.



Corporal Mayberry located a stolen Honda Accord that pulled into the Safeway
parking lot (downtown). During the investigation, the driver and female
passenger stated they stole the vehicle two days ago from Arana Drive. They
were both arrested.



The victim heard his white Ford F250 start up, not realizing at the time it was his
vehicle. Approximately 15-minutes later he called MPD. The vehicle was parked
in front of his house on Walnut and he did not see the vehicle drive away.

8/11-8/15


Corporal Baillie was flagged down at Walmart for the report of a stolen vehicle. A
1997 Honda Civic was stolen within 30 minutes.



Officers responded to a restaurant in the 400 block of Ferry Street for a subject
who refused to leave after closing. Officer Montano contacted the male subject
who was intoxicated, holding a bottle of wine, and refusing to leave. The subject
continually yelled at officers to force him to leave and to shoot him. The subject
was detained in handcuffs and the WRAP restraint device was used to further

secure him. No one was injured and the subject was booked into county jail for
disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, probation violation and trespassing.


Officer Vasquez stopped a male driver in the area of Mono Drive and Minaret
Drive. The subject was determined to be under the influence of alcohol and his
CDL was suspended for prior DUI incidents. The subject chose to provide a
breath sample. Believing the breath sample reading was too high, he opted to
have a blood sample taken also.



Sergeant Ferrer responded to a residence in the 2200 block of Forsythia Way for
a stolen vehicle report. A Jeep that was broken into had the spare key to a
Toyota Corolla in the center console. The Corolla was parked on the street and
was taken.



Officer Ramos witnessed a vehicle go into a locked wheel skid northbound on
Alhambra Avenue. The vehicle swerved and almost hit several parked cars.
Officer Ramos stopped the vehicle and arrested the male driver for DUI. The
driver was booked into MDF.



Officer Montano responded to a family disturbance in the 100 block of Hale
Court. A male subject with a misdemeanor warrant for his arrest was contacted
and booked into MDF.



Officer Williamson observed a red Dodge truck run the stop sign at Morello
Avenue and Center Avenue. After passing another vehicle at a high rate of
speed Officer Williamson attempted a traffic enforcement stop. The vehicle failed
to yield and continued south/east on Morello Avenue into Pleasant Hill. Due to
the high rate of speed in a residential area Officer Williamson deactivated his
emergency equipment. The vehicle turned onto Viking Way in Pleasant Hill,
where Pleasant Hill PD units initiated a pursuit. The Dodge truck collided with a
small sedan and a sign at the intersection of Contra Costa Boulevard and Viking
Drive. The driver fled on foot and carjacked another vehicle. The female
occupant in the Dodge truck was detained and arrested by Officer Williamson.
Pleasant Hill PD received a call from the victim of the carjacking, stating they
drove the subject to Pacheco.



Officer Mihelich responded to a family dispute at a residence in the 800 block of
Sage Drive. Officer Mihelich arrested and cite released a male for assault
because he threw an unknown red chemical on his father.



Officer Breinig responded to a residence in the 1200 block of Court Street for a
stolen vehicle report. The victim saw a female drive away in the car. Officer
Mayberry located the vehicle and a female suspect in the 3400 block of Pacheco
Boulevard. The suspect was arrested and booked into MDF for stealing the car.

8/15-8/16


Sergeant Salamid received information that a female subject with a misdemeanor
warrant for her arrest left the Martinez Court House. Officer Voyvodich located

the subject in the 1000 block of Pine Street. Officer Voyvodich arrested her for
the warrant and booked her into MDF.


Officer Mayberry made a traffic stop in the 1100 block of Arnold Drive. He
contacted a male subject who was in possession of a controlled substance. The
subject was arrested and released on a citation.



Officer Mayberry made a traffic stop at 10 Douglas Drive. He contacted a male
subject who had a misdemeanor warrant for his arrest. The subject was arrested
and released on a signed promise to appear. He was also cited for driving on a
suspended license and his car was towed.



8/16-8/17
Officer Estanol conducted a traffic stop on Carquinez Scenic Drive. He
contacted a male subject who was with a runaway juvenile out of Antioch. The
male was in possession of marijuana and alcohol. He was arrested for 272 PC
(Contribute to a Delinquent Minor) and released from MPD. The runaway was
released to back to her parents.



Sergeant Salamid was on foot patrol in the parking lot of Amtrak when he
contacted a male subject who had a misdemeanor warrant for his arrest. The
subject was arrested and released at the scene.



Officer Vasquez and Officer Estanol responded to the area of Alhambra Avenue
and Soto Street for a report of a female subject acting strange and yelling in the
street. Officer Vasquez contacted the female, who was displaying signs of drug
intoxication. Officer Vasquez arrested the female for 647(f) PC (Public
Intoxication) and booked her into MDF.



Officer Breinig was dispatched to the 700 block of Main Street for a subject
causing a disturbance. He contacted a male subject and arrested him for public
intoxication. He was booked into MDF.



Officer Brinser was dispatched to Amtrak for a male subject refusing to leave the
station. Officer Brinser arrested him for trespassing. He was booked into MDF.



Officer Voyvodich located an unoccupied stolen Honda Accord on Fountainhead
Court. The Honda was recovered and released.to the owner.



Officer Vasquez responded to a residence on Alhambra Hills Drive for a report of
a stolen motorcycle. The 2001 red Harley Davidson FXD Dyno was taken
sometime on 8/15/17.

8/17-8/18


Officers responded to Thistle Court for a female that was found unresponsive on
the couch. There were no signs of foul play and the decedent was released by
the Contra Costa County Coroner’s Office.



MPD received reports of a possible drunk driver in a white Chevy Silverado truck.
Officer Montano located the vehicle on Pacheco Boulevard near Howe Road.
She witnessed erratic driving and stopped the vehicle. The male driver was
arrested for driving under the influence of drugs.



A male subject stole a bottle of alcohol from Boun Aroma on Alhambra Avenue.
The subject was chased by an employee to the middle of Alhambra Avenue,
where the subject stopped running. Officer Mayberry arrived and attempted to
detain the subject, but the subject resisted and continued to escalate his
resistance as other officers arrived. K9 brut was deployed and the subject was
taken into custody. The subject was treated for minor injuries at ounty hospital
prior to booking into MDF.



Officer Voyvodich located an unoccupied stolen vehicle in the 1000 block of Oak
Street. The 1996 Honda Civic was reported stolen to Concord PD.



Officer Voyvodich stopped a vehicle on Shell Avenue at Pacheco Boulevard. He
contacted an individual who was wanted for a no bail misdemeanor WAP warrant
for DUI. He was booked into MDF.



Sergeant Gaul observed an individual standing in the 200 block of Hidden Creek
Court. Gaul had prior knowledge the individual was wanted for three
misdemeanor warrants. $5,000.00 for theft – 484 and PC/11550 HS – under the
influence of drugs, $5,000.00 for 530.5 PC – identity theft, and another $5,000.00
for 11550 HS. He was cite released at the scene.



Officers were dispatched to Walgreens for a subject refusing to leave the store.
Officers contacted the individual and found that he is prohibited from the
property. He was arrested for trespassing by Officer Russell and booked into
MDF.



Officers were dispatched to Amtrak for a family disturbance. They contacted an
individual who was found to have a felony no bail warrant out of Stockton for
theft. The suspect was booked into MDF by Officer Lincoln.



Sergeant Gaul observed an individual that he knew had a felony arrest warrant for
auto theft and the possession of stolen property in the area of Martinez Avenue
and Shell Avenue. The suspect was arrested and booked into MDF.



Officer Lincoln stopped a vehicle on Alhambra Avenue at Bertola Street. He
learned the driver had a felony no bail PRCS warrant resulting in incarceration into
MDF.



Officer Poertner contacted an individual at the Quik Stop at 1221 Muir Road and
found he had an outstanding arrest warrant. The suspect was arrested and
booked into MDF.



Officer Montano stopped a vehicle on Pine Street at Shell Avenue for a vehicle
code violation. She found that an occupant in the vehicle was in violation of a

restraining order resulting in an arrest and booking into MDF.


Sergeant Busciglio contacted an individual at the 7 Flags Car Wash at 4030
Alhambra Avenue and found the individual had an arrest warrant out of Alameda
County; the suspect was cite released at the scene.



Officers conducted a probation search in the 200 block of Hidden Creek Court. No
items of evidence were located, but the homeowner was arrested for a
misdemeanor $25,000.00 warrant for evading; the suspect was booked into MDF.



Officer Mihelich contacted an individual at Tower Mart. She was arrested for
possession of methamphetamine and cite released in the field.



Officer Mihelich conducted a pedestrian contact at Home Depot. He arrested
one individual for possession of methamphetamine and another for a
misdemeanor $50,000.00 warrant for contempt of court. One subject was cite
released and the other was booked into MDF.



Officer Lincoln contacted an individual in the 3500 of Pacheco Boulevard and
had prior knowledge the individual was wanted for a misdemeanor $20,000.00
warrant for possession of methamphetamine. The subject was arrested and
booked into MDF.



Sergeant Gaul stopped a vehicle on Alhambra Avenue and Robinson Street.
During the contact with the driver he found they were driving with several
suspensions for DUI. The individual was arrested and cite released.



Officer Sanders made a traffic stop at Pacheco Boulevard and Morello Avenue.
He contacted the driver and found that he was in possession of
methamphetamine. The subject was arrested and released on a citation.

8/22-8/23


Corporal Poertner responded to Lake Meadow Circle for a report of a stolen
vehicle. The car, a white 1994 Honda Accord (Lic 4NTT656), was stolen
sometime during the night.



Officer Mayberry was dispatched to the Marina for a fire on the fishing pier. The
pier was actually on fire. The fire had started on the bottom portion of the pier. Con
Fire responded and had to cut a section open on the pier to extinguish the fire. Fire
personnel felt the fire may have been caused by a cigarette. The Corp Yard
responded and secured the area and the Harbor Master was notified.



Officer Lincoln conducted a traffic stop on a dirt bike in the 1100 block of Arnold
Drive. At first the driver was compliant, but then he told Officer Lincoln that he
wasn’t going back to jail. The subject stood up from his seated position and Officer
Lincoln told him to sit back down. He failed to comply with Officer Lincoln’s orders.
Officer Lincoln grabbed the subject, but the subject shoved Officer Lincoln and
started running north thru the parking lot. Officer Lincoln caught up to him, but he

again shoved Officer Lincoln. Officer Lincoln deployed his canine partner Jago,
and Jago was able to apprehend the subject on Ashford Court. Jago bit the subject,
and the subject was transported to CCRMC and was cleared medically prior to
booking.
8/23-8/24


Officer Vasquez was dispatched to an attempted theft of a Ford F250 pickup on
Lindsey Drive. An unknown subject broke the door handle off. The incident
occurred the night of 8/22-8/23.



Officer Vasquez responded to Franklin Canyon Park and Ride for an audible car
alarm and a window smash. Officer Vasquez contacted the owner and took an
auto burglary report.



Officer Vasquez responded to the 400 block of Eastgate Lane for burglary of a
storage shed. Upon Officer Vasquez’s arrival, he discovered that several of the
storage sheds had been burglarized.



Officer Carney responded to Morello Park Elementary for the report of vandalism
to the play structure. Sometime between 08/22 and the morning of 08/23,
unknown persons carved swastikas, possibly a Nazi Iron Cross and an antiIslamic message. Officer Carney took a case documenting the incident.



Officer Carney contacted a subject a subject at Center Avenue and Banner Court.
The subject was arrested and cite released on a warrant out of Hayward PD.

8/24-8/28


Officer Lekse responded to the 200 block of Foster Street for a stolen vehicle
report. The 1999 Ford F450 was stolen between 8/18/2017 and the time of call.



Officer Lekse stopped a vehicle on Alhambra Avenue at Walnut Street. He
arrested a subject for possession of meth and drug paraphernalia. The subject
was cite released.



MPD units responded to Amtrak for an Amtrak train stopped at the station. Three
suitcases full of marijuana were located on the train and the suspect was said to
be barricaded in the bathroom; however, he was not located in there. A detective
from Amtrak PD collected the marijuana.
Officers responded to Amtrak regarding an assault with a deadly weapon. The
incident began when a subject removed an upper level train car window and tried
to climb /jump out as the train travelled east near the 300 block of Embarcadero.
A passenger tried to stop the man from jumping and was stabbed in the arm with
a pen by the subject. The subject then jumped out and sustained moderate injuries
to his head and left ankle. Both parties were taken to the hospital and the victim
was seen then released (stitches). The suspect ended up in surgery and could be



housed in the hospital for a few days. The suspect was wanted for homicide out
of Kansas. Amtrak police arrived and took custody of the subject at the hospital.
MPD is handling the assault case/investigation and Amtrak is handling the warrant
with Kansas.


Officers responded to the area of Palm Avenue and Monterey Avenue for the
report of subjects stealing packages from doorsteps. Corporal Baillie located the
vehicle near the area of the Pine Street overcrossing. Packages and mail from
numerous victims were located inside. He arrested the male and female for theft
and possession of stolen property. The subjects were also arrested for violating
probation and booked into MDF.



Officers responded to 1250 Morello Ave (Chevron) for the report of robbery where
the victim saw a handgun in the pocket of the suspect. The suspect left in a gray
or silver four door older vehicle, possibly south on Morello. Officer Montano took
the case.



Officer Montano arrested a male subject for 11377(a) H.S. (Possession of a
Controlled Substance) in the 4800 block of Sunrise Drive. He was cited released
on scene.



Officer Breinig arrested a male subject for 11377(a) H.S. and a probation violation
during a traffic stop at Palm Avenue at Sycamore. He was booked into MDF.



Officer Lekse and Officer Baillie were dispatched to Walmart for a male and female
possibly smoking drugs in a car. Officer Lekse made a traffic stop on the car in the
800 block of Arnold Drive. The driver was arrested for driving under the influence
and possession. The passenger was arrested for possession for sales. They were
released from the PD.



Officers responded to the area of 90 F Street regarding homeless subjects setting
up camp on the hillside. The subjects were not located; however, the information
was passed along to Officer Brinser for follow-up.



A resident in the 3100 block of Castro Street contacted Dispatch to report theft
from his vehicle. A GPS, hiking boots, and camping equipment was taken. The
approximate value was $200.



Officers responded to Amtrak regarding a male subject making sexual comments
to a female waiting for a train. Officers responded and advised the subject he was
not welcome in the station and would be arrested for trespassing if he returned.



Officers responded to the 4800 block of Sunrise Drive regarding an ongoing issue
with alcohol bottles being found on the property. Officers will be providing extra
patrol at this location.

8/28-8/29



Officer Lekse contacted three subjects (2 males, 1 female) sitting in a parked
vehicle at Public Storage on Arnold Drive During a probation search of one of
the males, Officer Lekse discovered .4 grams of Heroin. Officer Lekse cited and
released the male for 11350(A) H&S (Possess Controlled Substance).



Corporal Mayberry responded to a suspicious circumstance at 7-11 on Morello
Avenue. He contacted a male subject who was on felony probation. During a
search of the male’s vehicle, Corporal Mayberry discovered a controlled
substance. The male was arrested and cited at the scene.

8/29-8/30


Officer Mihelich made a traffic stop in the area of Pine Street and Shell Avenue.
He contacted the female driver and learned her license was suspended for
13352A CVC (Excessive Blood Alcohol). Officer Mihelich cited and released her
at the scene for 14601.2a CVC (Drive w/Suspended License).



At 1831 hours Officer Lincoln made a traffic stop on EB HWY 4 at Pacheco
Boulevard. The male had a felony warrant for his arrest. He was arrested and
booked into MDF.
8/30-8/31


Officer Mehilich responded to 900 Ward Street for a report of a vandalism. The
tires to a vehicle belonging to the District Attorney’s Office had been slashed at
approximately 3:00 am. Video was obtained of the incident.



Officer Voyvodich responded to 2701 Waterfront Road (Copart) for a report of a
loaded rifle found in a vehicle. The vehicle had been towed to Copart and the
rifle was located by an employee. Officer Voyvodich took custody of the rifle.
Investigation continuing.



Officer Mehilich responded to the area of Vista Way and Estudillo Street for a
male subject standing in the roadway. He contacted the subject, who had a
felony warrant for his arrest. Officer Mehilich arrested the subject and booked
him into MDF.



MPD received a call reporting the fishing pier was on fire. The fire was at the
end of the fishing pier. Con Fire responded and cut away part of the pier (2’x3’
section) to extinguish the fire. A Con Fire Investigator responded to investigate
the fire. It is unknown how the fire started but the investigator felt the fire was
accidental. The Corp Yard responded and placed plywood over the hole cut by
Con Fire. The Harbor Master was notified and there were no injuries.



Officer Vasquez contacted a suspicious person sitting in a van in the 600 block of
Main Street. During the contact he found the male to be under the influence of a
controlled substance, and also in possession of a controlled substance.
Additionally, Officer Vasquez located a loaded shotgun in the van. The male was
arrested and booked into MDF.

8/31



Officer Lekse was on patrol in the parking lot of Muir Lodge (3930 Alhambra
Avenue) when he contacted an adult female who had a felony warrant for her
arrest. She was arrested and booked into MDF.



Officer Mihelich contacted an adult female in the parking lot of the John Muir Inn
(445 Muir Station Road). She had a misdemeanor warrant of her arrest. She
was arrested and booked into MDF.



Officer Mihelich contacted two adult males in the Pacheco Transit Hub (5041
Blum Road), both were on active probation. Officer Mihelich conducted a
probation search and arrested both subjects for possessing methamphetamine
and brass knuckles. They were booked into MDF.



Officer Buda responded to Home Depot for a report of a stolen vehicle. The
vehicle, a white 2004 Ford F250, was stolen sometime during the last 40
minutes. There is no suspect information at this time.

